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T: 023 9229 305002

YOUR FESTIVAL SUPPLIER
We have been providing goods and products for festivals and live tours for 
many years - all festivals and events are unique - we are the one supplier 
to cover all your needs. Speak to a dedicated account handler who will 
understand your event and give you what you need, when you need it.

Sunglasses
Turnaround 15 working days

Frame/Arm colours available

Hoodies
Contact us for more details

T-Shirts
Contact us for more details

Temporary Tattoos
Turnaround 10 working days

Lanyard Programme
Turnaround 7 working days

Ponchos
Turnaround 10 working days

Visors
Turnaround 15 working days

Available colours

The 
Association of 

Independent Festivals 
is a non-profit trade 
association created 

to represent and 
empower independent 

festivals.
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PRINT MANAGEMENT
Want great service, competitive prices and the best products? Allow us to 
deal with your print management and remove the stress. Whatever your 
print and design requirements, a personal account manager will be your 
regular point of contact, knowing and understanding your product, brand or 
event and all your print requirements. We will oversee the entire order, no 
matter how complicated and give you the best products and prices. 

Don’t get frustrated with call centres or chasing orders, great customer 
service and the print you need are just a phone call or email away.

DESIGN
Now matter what you need, our full time team of graphic designers can help 
you achieve perfect results with your print and publicity. Logos, adverts, 
social media headers, flyers, posters, brochures, banners. If it needs 
designing then we have a studio full of talent to give you exactly what you 
want, when you need it!

From initial concept, logo designs or rebranding, our team can help provide 
you with the image and publicity that will promote your business.

DIRECT MAILING
Direct mailing is one the most effective ways to reach out to your 
customers. Whether it’s a brochure, leaflet or a die cut flyer, all the way 
through to more complicated variable data services or personalised client 
projects, we can help with every aspect of it.

Trust us, its not as complicated as it seems and we can guide you 
through it. Direct Mail, Mailshot Subscriptions, Poly-bagging or Branded 
Envelopes.



t A5 - 148mm x 210mm

Flyers 
Turnaround 2-5 working days

Printed in full colour, double 
sided as standard, with a 
wide range of stocks. Our 
300gsm bond stock is 
uncoated and recycled. Gloss 
flyer stock also available.
Please contact us for details.

T: 023 9229 305004

A5 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000 10,000

130gsm Silk £46 £54 £58 £88 £98 £155

170gsm Silk £52 £60 £74 £94 £116 £208

250gsm Silk £55 £65 £92 £111 £165 £275

300gsm Silk £65 £80 £100 £150 £200 £295

300gsm Bond £76 £85 £110 £186 £222 £350

Design from £25 Delivery from £9

t A7 - 72mm x 105mm

A7 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000 10,000

130gsm Silk £38 £42 £50 £65 £76 £103

170gsm Silk £40 £43 £55 £66 £78 £105

250gsm Silk £42 £44 £60 £68 £82 £107

300gsm Silk £43 £45 £65 £70 £85 £110

300gsm Bond £56 £62 £70 £88 £105 £144

Design from £25 Delivery from £9

A6 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000 10,000

130gsm Silk £38 £42 £46 £60 £72 £98

170gsm Silk £40 £44 £48 £64 £80 £115

250gsm Silk £43 £46 £52 £76 £85 £135

300gsm Silk £45 £50 £60 £85 £100 £160

300gsm Bond £46 £62 £68 £90 £130 £175

Design from £25 Delivery from £9

t A6 - 105mm x 148mm (Standard postcard size)

NEW 
LOWER

QUANTITIES 
NOW 

AVAILABLE
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Extra Finishing...
Need something extra on your flyers? 
Spot Gloss? Matt Lamination?
Metallic, Fluoro or Pantone™ inks?
We can do it all - just give us a call to discuss.

t Credit Card - 85mm x 50mm

Ink stampers 
also available 

from £9.99 
Ideal for 

loyalty cards

t Bookmarks - 45mm x 210mm or 50mm x 148mm

Our bookmarks are printed on 300gsm silk 
art board double sided in full colour as 
standard. The sizes and prices listed below 
are just a guide, we can produce different 
sizes if required.

t DL - 98mm x 210mm

Bookmarks 1,000 2,500 5,000 10,000

45mm x 210mm £90 £105 £150 £225

50mm x 148mm £75 £80 £85 £120

Design from £25 Delivery from £12

t Folded Leaflets

Got a lot to say and need a way to say it? How about folded leaflets? 
A4 folded into sections - perfect for menus, event information 
or fanzines.

A4 250 500 1,000

150gsm £79 £110 £150

Design from £60 Delivery from £12

DL 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000 10,000

130gsm Silk £42 £50 £62 £84 £120 £170

170gsm Silk £44 £54 £66 £92 £130 £186

250gsm Silk £46 £60 £76 £101 £145 £225

300gsm Silk £50 £70 £90 £110 £155 £235

300gsm Bond £58 £76 £100 £140 £210 £316

Design from £25 Delivery from £12

CC 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000 10,000

300gsm Silk £40 £45 £65 £70 £85 £110

300gsm Bond £45 £61 £68 £88 £105 £144

Design  from £25 Delivery from £9
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Die Cut Shapes
and Special 
Finishes 
Turnaround 6 working days 

Unusual shaped flyers help give your 
publicity much more impact. We have 
many existing cutters from coffee cups 
to cars and cat masks to crackers. 
Please contact the sales team for full 
details, and if we do not already have 
the cutter you want then we can create 
your own bespoke die cut shape. 

For complex cutters, please contact the 
sales team as prices may differ.

D.N.D. 1,000 2,500 5,000 10,000 20,000

300gsm £190 £200 £275 £395 £755

Design from £25 Delivery from £12

Do Not Disturb 
These door hanger A5 flyers are extremely popular and help to ensure that your flyers are 
taken home and shown to more potential customers.

Latex 
Scratch off latex panels - ideal for 
competitions, mail shots, advent calendars 
etc. Scratch and sniff also available for 
scented print campaigns.

Please visit our website to download a PDF of the most popular available die-cut shapes we currently hold on file.

Die Cut Shapes



Posters Turnaround 1-2 working days

Full Colour print - Indoor or outdoor use - standard sizes, through to bus shelter size.

Our standard stock is 170gsm photo satin (matt stock is also available if preferred). 
Bespoke quantities and sizes are always able to be produced - just ask!
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Digital Posters 1-3 4-5 6+

A4 210mm x 297mm £0.50

A3 297mm x 420mm £0.60

A2 420mm x 594mm £7 £6.50 £6

A1 594mm x 841mm £14 £13 £12

A0 841mm x 1189mm £18 £17 £16

DC 508mm x 762mm £14 £13 £12

4 Sheet 1016mm x 1524mm £20 £19 £18

6 Sheet 1200mm x 1800mm £25 £24 £23

Design from £25 Delivery from £6

For higher quantities or bespoke sizes, please contact the Sales Team for more Information.

Stickers
Available as individuals, on rolls or sheets. 
A cost effective way to promote your brand or use as giveaways.

Super wide 
posters 

available up 
to 1500mm!

Need it 
designed? 

Prices 
from £25

*Lightbox and Blueback material also available.

Prices 
from 
£20

Floor, Window Stickers and 
Mirror Clings also available

Paper Stickers 250 500 1,000 2,500

Circle 69mm

£49 £69 £99 £199
Rectangle 150mmx50mm

Square 80mmx80mm

Skinny 180mmx20mm

Design from £25 Delivery from £9

Individual Stickers: Turnaround 5 working days
Here we have our most popular sizes of individual paper stickers.

Stickers on Sheets Turnaround 2 working days

Almost any size and any quantity - provided to 
you printed onto pre-cut sticker sheets - just peel 
them off and get sticking!

Need 
stickers 
on rolls?

Call us

Food Labels Turnaround 8 working days

For all food items hot, cold, chiller proof. 
Available on sheets or rolls. Call us to 
discuss requirements.
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PVC Banners Turnaround 3-4 working days

Made from nylon supported PVC this product is 100% weather-proof and flame resistant. Our banners come hemmed with eyelets for extra 
strength and are ready to hang straight away. Banners can be printed any size but we’ve listed a few popular sizes here to help.

Size in 
metres

per 
banner

1.8 x 0.6 £22
2.4 x 0.6 £30
3.0 x 0.6 £37
3.6 x 0.6 £45
4.5 x 0.6 £55
Size in 
metres

per 
banner

1.8 x 0.9 £33
2.4 x 0.9 £45
3.0 x 0.9 £56
3.6 x 0.9 £67
4.5 x 0.9 £84
Size in 
metres

per 
banner

1.8 x 1.2 £45
2.4 x 1.2 £60
3.0 x 1.2 £75
3.6 x 1.2 £90
4.5 x 1.2 £110

Design from £25 Delivery from £12

SCRIM & MESH BANNERS
Turnaround 5 working days

Need logos and advertising on your Heras 
fencing? Want your staging branded? Our 
mesh scrim is perfect for any event from 
exhibitions to festivals. Printed full colour 
on 115gsm knitted polyester Airmesh - 
supplied as individual panels or on a roll.

Call us with your requirements and sizes.

BUNTING
Turnaround 3-5 working days

Full colour bespoke bunting - festivals, 
parties and press launches. Supplied 
in 10m lengths on 115gsm knitted 
polyester with sewn in polyester header 
tapes with 24 pennants per length. 

Prices from £16 per 10m*
*when 50m lengths ordered
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Roller Banners Turnaround 3-4 working days

Roller Banners are a great portable way of advertising. They are ideal for point of sale, 
foyers or exhibition stands. For a small amount of use the economy is cheap and effective, 
but for longer lasting promotions or repeated uses we recommend the premium banner. 
Both supplied in a convenient carry case.

Sail Flags
Turnaround 5 Working days

Want to make a high impact and eye 
catching visual display? Banner flags are 
ideal for indoor and outdoor events and 
can be easily assembled by anyone.

Please contact the sales team for more 
Information.

Sail Flag 2.8m in height
(taller heights available)

Café Barrier Banner
Turnaround 3-4 working days

Need to re-brand your outside seating area? 
The full colour cafe barrier banners are 
printed onto a display polyester  and come 
sewn with pole pockets ready to fit onto your 
existing hardware. Standard sizes 1860mm 
x 780mm and 940mm x780mm).
(NB: Café barrier systems also available)

Roller
Banner

Economy 
800 x 2m

Premium
850 x 2m

 Wide
1.2m x 2m

Extra Wide
1.5m x 2m 

Super Wide
2m x 2m

Print £79 £99 £149 £169 £199
Design from £40 Delivery from £12

Barrier Banner Short Long
Print £40 £60

Design from £25 Delivery from £12

1.2m, 1.5m & 2m ROLLER BANNERS NOW AVAILABLE!

Crowd Control Barrier Banner
Turnaround 3-4 working days

Designed to fit easily on standard 
crowd control barriers 
2300mm x 1000mm - 
Printed full colour 
on 115gsm knitted 
polyester Airmesh.

£85
each

*double sided

£175
+ DELIVERY
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Foamex Board Prints
Turnaround 3-4 working days

Board mounted prints are a great way to display 
images, information or photographs. Printed onto 
3mm foamex as standard (1, 5, 10mm,  Corex or Dibond also 
available). The super sharp prints 
are ideal for commercial or personal 
use. Can be finished with additional 
matt or gloss lamination. Bespoke 
sizes can also be produced. Can be 
supplied with additional rear struts 
for use as counter stands etc.

Foamex Board Prints 1-3 4-5 6+
A4 (210mm x 297mm) £8 £7 £6
A4 with strut £10 £9 £8
A3 (297mm x 420mm) £14 £13 £12
A2 (420mm x 594mm) £22 £21 £20
A1 (594mm x 841mm) £35 £32 £29

Design from £25 Delivery from £7

Dry wipe 
laminates 

also available for 

price boards and 

giant printed 
cheques

Standees Turnaround 5 working days

One of our favourite and most impacting 
items. Why not add extra emphasis to 
your promotion with a foyer standee? 
Prices are based on a standard size of 
1.2m x 1.8m (4x 6ft), but can be sized 
up to 2.4m. Price dependant on size of 
the standee.

“Talking Standees”
Ever thought of a standee that gets 
your message across in a novel and 
surprising way?

With an added motion activated 
voice box these talking standees will 
say whatever you want to people 
passing by. Just ring the sales team 
for more details.

Standees Each
Standard Standee £169
Talking Standee £249
Design from £40 Delivery £46

Tension Banners Turnaround 5 working days

Tension Banners Each
1.8m x 1.8m £235
2.4m x 2.4m £279
Replacement graphics  from £40

Design from £40 Delivery £24These banners are a versatile alternative to a large standee. Easily portable, as well as storable, 
they can be reused just by changing the vinyl graphic and are adjustable from 1.2m up to 2.4m.
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Beermats Turnaround 7 working days

Our traditional, standard square beermats are 94mm x 94mm with 
rounded corners. Printed matt, on a highly absorbent material. Also 
available are 94mm circles, as well as bespoke sizes and unique 
shapes. Please contact the sales team for more information.

Beermats 50 100 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000
Full Col. £110 £130 £150 £200 £250 £400 £690

Design from £25 Delivery from £12

Standard and Doodle Flags
Turnaround 7-10 working days
All our flags are printed onto paper then attached to a plastic stick. 
Custom flag printing has proved to be an extremely popular product 
over the last few years. We have sold a lot of these to theatres and 
production companies with events aimed at the younger audiences.

Tickets/Vouchers Turnaround 5 working days

Full colour standard and deluxe edge to edge tickets are perfect 
for promoting your event. Foiled and sequentially numbered 
ready to be sold. Need something even more prestigious? Our 
gift vouchers are printed full colour on ‘tear apparent’ paper (rip 
the corner to reveal a coloured centre to check the authenticity), 
numbered and security foiled.

100 
Vouchers
from only 

£69 
Voucher size:

210mm x 99mm

Tickets 500 1,000 1,500 2,000
Standard £105 £120 £175 £235
Deluxe £135 £190 £320 £385
Design from £25 Delivery from £12

Flags 1,000 2,500 5,000
Standard £630 £855 £1,285
Doodle £846 £1,321 £2,185
Design from £25 Delivery from £30

Doodle Flags come supplied with 
crayons in the stem - ready for 
colouring activities.

Tyvek Wristbands
Turnaround 3 working days

Tyvek wristbands are a great secure solution for your event. Black 
print on to a choice of over 20 base colours. Tamper proof adhesive 
prevents the wristbands from being removed. 

Other types of wristband are available too - call us for details.

Tyvek 100 200 500 1,000 2,000
Print £20 £30 £65 £100 £180
Design from £25 Delivery from £6
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Badges Turnaround 6 working days

These can be supplied in three sizes. The 25mm has a D pin 
fixing. 38 and 58mm have a safety pin style fixing.

12” Balloons Turnaround 5 working days

Balloons can be produced in a range of styles, sizes and colours. 
Printed in one or two positions. They can also be supplied with 
helium, weights, ribbons, stoppers, sticks and cups if required.

Badges 50 100 200 500 1,000

25mm £29 £39 £58 £125 £199

38mm £35 £49 £79 £155 £270

58mm £47 £72 £122 £205 £345

Design from £40 Delivery from £12
*These prices are for a one position print.

12” Balloons 500 1,000 2,000 5,000
1 Colour £110 £155 £255 £520
2 Colour £185 £200 £315 £637
Design from £25  Delivery from £12

Perfect Bound 
Books and 
Brochures 
Available in A4, A5 
and A6 sizes - a 
premium product, 
yet now highly 
affordable. Available 
in gloss, silk or bond 
paper - minimum page 
count is 20 for all our 
perfect bound products. 
no quantity too small.

Please contact the 
Sales Team for 
more information.

Table Top Talkers
Turnaround 3-4 working days

The perfect conversation 
piece for your event or 
promotion. Table Top 
Talkers can be set 
onto tables or bars. 
We recommend adding 
a laminate finish to 
prolong their life.

*Other sizes, materials and finishes also available.

Booklets 
Turnaround 5 working days

Prices 
start from
as little as 

£55!

Booklets come in all shapes and sizes so 
can be tailored to your specific needs. We 
can also offer many finishing touches to 
give your product maximum impact. If 
you are not sure which format is best for 
you then call the sales team now!

A4 Table Top Talkers 100 500 1,250 2,500
Full Colour £99 £260 £400 £600
Gloss Lamination £45 £65 £75 £85
Matt Lamination £45 £65 £75 £85

Design from £40 Delivery from £12

A5 250 500 A5 250 500
8 Page £178 £272 12 Page £263 £360

Design from £100 Delivery from £18
*Prices based on 130gsm silk stock
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Business Cards Turnaround 3 working days

Our business cards are full colour onto a choice of stocks - top 
of the range 450gsm with a lamination, the budget 400gsm or a 
300gsm recycled pulp stock for a different look and feel. Diecut 
business cards and bespoke stocks are also available. Contact 
the sales team for more details.

Membership Cards
Turnaround 6 working days

Our membership 
cards are printed on 
a 850 micron plastic 
and are gloss or matt 
laminated to give a 
premium finish. They 
can also be used as 
loyalty cards or deluxe 
business cards.

Membership Cards 250 500 1,000 2,500
Print £161 £237 £395 £731
With Numbering £191 £283 £460 £834
With Signature Strip £191 £283 £460 £852
With Signature Strip & Numbering £221 £330 £524 £955

Design from £40 Delivery from £12

Letterheads, 
Comp Slips and
Envelopes 
Turnaround 5 working days

Full colour letterheads and comp slips 
available on standard bond or conqueror 
stocks - both options available in 100 
and 120gsm weights. Quantities from 
100 upwards. Printed envelopes also 
available - perfect for mailshots or 
promotions. Contact the sales team
to discuss your requirements.

Folders
Turnaround 5 working days
Our standard oversize A4 folders are 
printed full colour to the outside only onto 
a 350gsm board, supplied flat for easy 
self assembly. 
We recommend 
adding a laminate 
for a smoother, 
hard wearing 
finish.  We also 
offer many other 
formats and 
finishes. Contact 
the sales team 
to discuss your 
requirements.

Business Cards (85mm x 55mm) 250 500 1,000
450gsm matt lamination £55 £69 £89
400gsm unlaminated £45 £50 £70
315gsm recycled pulp board £66 £88 £108

Design from £40 Delivery from £7

Prices 
start from 

£41!

Folders 250 500 1,000
4 Colour £450 £495 £572
Gloss (1 side only) £75 £75 £75
Matt (1 side only) £85 £85 £85

Design from £50 Delivery from £18

Pens
Turnaround 7 working days
The “Curvy” ballpen is one of our most 
popular ballpens - available in 20 body 
colours with a large branding area to 
maximise your message, logo or brand. 
Other pen styles are also available.

Key Rings 
Turnaround 7 working days
Clear plastic, available in many 
standard shapes include heart, van 
and house - printed with a full colour insert.

Bottle Openers
Turnaround 15 working days
Aluminium bottle openers 55mm x 9mm 
or 80mmx 15mm Spot colour printed. 
Other styles of opener available.

Call us now to discuss your 
branding requirements.

*Prices based on gloss lamination



T: 023 9229 305014

T-Shirts

Hats

Polo Shirts

Hi-Viz

Hoodies

Workwear

Clothing, Garments, Sports Kits & Workwear Turnaround 7-10 working days

We can supply whatever clothing or garments you need for day to day use or one off events and promotions. We have listed some of our more 
popular ranges - but we can produce anything from bar wear and chefs whites, through to workwear, sports kits and even rain ponchos! 
There is a huge choice of styles, colours, sizes and finishes available. Screen printing, embroidery, transfer printing, sublimation and vinyl prints 
can all be catered for. For any more information please give us a call to discuss your requirements.

CALL US TO TALK ABOUT ALL YOUR CLOTHING NEEDS
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Why use UK Flyers?
We believe we are the best in our field 
but why should you choose UK Flyers 
for your printing?

l Great value for money
l Outstanding customer service 
l Huge range of products all under one roof
l Dedicated account manager 
 (we are not a call centre!)

l Quality control / branded materials
l Tracked courier deliveries 
l FSC accreditation (printing from sustainable sources)

Design
We provide a full in house design 
service. Supply us with your brief and 
our experienced designers and account 
managers will guide you through the 
process to convert your ideas into a 
finished product. 

Supplied Artwork
We are happy to print directly from your 
own artwork files. Supplied artwork 
should meet the following requirements:

l  PDF, JPEG or TIFF at least 300dpi (high resolution) 

l  4 colour CMYK (not 3 colour RGB) 
l  3mm bleed on all edges
l  Text and logos should be at least 3mm in from 

the edge of your artwork (exc bleed area)
l  Avoid using heavy black coverage over 

300% (Our suggested CMYK values are:
 C: 40%, M: 20%, Y: 20%, K:100%).

But don’t worry, all files are “quality 
controlled” before we print to make sure 
you get what you are expecting.

Please note that some high resolution 
files are too big to email - if you are 
having trouble sending us your artwork 
you can use our We Transfer page - 
ukflyers.wetransfer.com

Ethical
Statements
UK Flyers has always been 
conscious of the impact 
print industries can make 
on the environment and the 
importance of sustainability. 

In recognition of this stance and 
through our choices of suppliers and 
paper stocks used we now have a 
registered FSC trademark license. 
We pride ourselves on being associated 
with the FSC and hope that all our 
customers share our ethos.

Great design and print, that doesn’t 
have to cost the earth.

We have been accredited 
by the Living Wage 
Foundation as an 
employee that pays the 
independently calculated Living Wage 
rates to all our staff. This is based on the 
cost of living, not just the government 
minimum. We believe that a hard day’s 
work deserves a fair day’s pay.

Terms and Conditions

1.  All prices are correct at time of going to press.
2.  All prices, promotions and services in this product 

brochure are issued subject to our published terms and 
conditions. 

 A copy is available on request.
3.  All prices are subject to VAT at 20% (correct at time of 

press).
4.  We reserve the right to withdraw or alter any prices, 

promotions or services advertised in this product 
brochure without prior notice.

5.  All print prices exclude delivery and design unless 
stated otherwise.

6.  All turnaround times are print and delivery times and do 
not include design time.

How to order
It couldn’t be easier - call your account 
manager on 023 9229 3050 or email 
them direct - or if a new enquiry, simply  
send your details to sales@ukflyers.com 
with your requirements. 

Need a price matched? Unusual 
request? Bespoke order? Not sure if it 
exists or can be produced? then contact 
us for advice and the best deals.

Delivery
If you are local, look out for our 
unmissable legendary green van pulling 
up outside. For nationwide deliveries 
we work closely with several courier 
companies and are able to offer great 
value for money and all deliveries are 
tracked. As with any delivery, we advise 
that you should always check your goods  
for damage before signing for them.

Payment Methods
Payment is required before the job is 
processed unless you are an account 
customer. Our preferred method of 
payment is by bank transfer, otherwise 
debit cards or credit cards are acceptable 
(please note there is a 2% surcharge on credit card payments). 



Tel: 023 9229 3050
Email: sales@ukflyers.com
 facebook.com/ukflyers.print

 twitter.com/ukflyers
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